CASE STUDY

Ashridge Group
Acquire new office premises due to expansion

OCCUPIER SERVICES

Ashridge Group are an award winning business, specialising in providing facilities
management and security services to organisations across both the public and private
sectors nationwide and across Europe.

"Moving premises is a minefield and I am so
pleased that we instructed Chandler Garvey to
relocate our business. Their knowledge of our
current leasing situation was invaluable as our
lease had Security of Tenure which added another
complication to exiting our building. Chandler
Garvey negotiated a more advantageous deal than
others on the park and resolved any problems
quickly. This left myself and the senior
management team to continue to run the business
whilst the building was being constructed. There
were so many elements that we didn't consider or
know how to deal with and were grateful to be
able to call Joanna about a myriad of issues. We
now have an excellent working environment that
will help us to recruit staff and allow the business
to grow.” Mark Walker, Chairman

Chandler Garvey were instructed to acquire new premises for this growing business in
2019, which started with an initial search for freehold premises in Milton Keynes, but
evolved to include leasehold premises. Chandler Garvey discussed the requirements of
the business, including access arrangements, how the staff and departments worked
together and the sort of environment they wanted to create. We were then able to
interrogate the market and produced two availability schedules before identifying a
property about to undergo redevelopment into an office building.
Chandler Garvey were able to advise on the process of acquiring a building which was not
ready to occupy and discussed with the landlord in detail the specification and timescales
involved. Terms were agreed and we worked with the tenant's solicitor on the Agreement
for Lease and Lease to be completed on completion of the construction works. We
brought in a building surveyor to monitor the construction and comment on snagging
works.
Towards the end of the construction phase, Chandler Garvey liaised with the landlord,
landlord's agent, solicitor and building surveyor to ensure Ashridge Group moved into the
building as soon as possible.
Ashridge Group now have a modern, open plan office which is DDA compliant and offers
their staff a dynamic environment with potential to grow within the business park.
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